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INTRODUCTION

In the last twenty years, the portion of the 
electromagnetic spectrum that is useable for communi
cations has been expanded to a range of over lO? to 
one.I This has resulted in a need for an antenna that 
can successfully launch and receive electromagnetic 
waves over an appreciable portion of this spectrum.
In the past, the term broadband has been used to 
describe antennas having a bandwidth of two or three 
to one,2 but the work of Dyson^ and DuHamel^ has 
extended the meaning of the term to include bandwidths 
as large as 40 or 50 to one.

•̂Reference Data For Radio Engineers. 3rd Ed.,
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation, 1952, pp.6-11

John D. Kraus, Antennas. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,Inc., 
1950, p.208

^John D. Dyson, "The Equiangular Spiral Antenna," 
Tech. Rep. No.21, Antenna Lab., University of Illinois, 1957

4R. H. Dullamel and D. B. Isbell, "Broadband 
Logarithmically Periodic Antenna Structures," 1957 IRE 
National Convention Record Pt.l. pp.119-128

1



2
The equiangular spiral antenna is one of a class 

of antennas that can be called frequency independent.^
The radiation patterns and input impedance can be made 
almost constant over a large bandwidth and the physical 
diameter of such an antenna need be no larger than one 
half of a wavelength at the lowest frequency.^

With the advent of high speed vehicles with 
large pay load penalties, the need for light broadband 
antennas has become apparent. The use of etched circuit 
techniques in microwave circuits has resulted in sub
stantial reductions in size, weight, complexity and 
cost of UHF and microwave assemblies over conventional 
coaxial or waveguide equivalents*?

V̂. H. Rumsey, "Frequency Independent Antennas", 
1957 IRE National Convention Record Pt.l* pp.114-118

6J. D. Dyson, loc.cit., pp.138-139

Ĥandbook of Tri-Plate, Sanders Associates, Inc., 
1956, p.iii



3
Constructing a equiangular spiral antenna using 

etched circuit techniques should result in a broadband 
antenna of light weight, small size, and feature ease of 
installation* In the following sections, the design of 
a equiangular spiral antenna and its feed using etched 
circuit techniques is described. The radiation patterns 
are recorded and conclusions reached on the feasibility 
of etched circuit techniques being applied to a broadband 
antenna.



CHAPTER ONE
THE EQUIANGULAR SPIRAL ANTENNA

(1.1) The Infinite Equiangular Spiral Antenna
V. H. RumseyS has shown that a plane sheet antenna 

of the form
f= eaC*fA) (i.D

is independent of frequency, because the shape of the 
structure is specified entirely by angles. Equation (1.1) 
is the equation for an equiangular or logarithmic spiral^, 
which contains two parameters; a, which represents the 
rate of expansion, and , which represents the orientation. 
The shape of all plane sheet frequency independent antennas 
must be defined as equiangular spirals. The above defined 
structure has infinite length as well as infinite pattern 
and impedance bandwidth. A change of frequency on such a 
structure is equivalent to a rotation so that to keep the 
identical radiation pattern, the antenna structure must be 
rotated.

8V. H. Rumsey, loc.cit., p.115

R̂. S. Burington, Handbook of Mathematical Tables 
and Formulas, 3rd Ed., Handbook Publishers, Inc., 1954,p.33

4



5
(1.2) The Finite Equiangular Spiral Antenna

The finite planar equiangular spiral antenna has 
been investigated by DysonlO using the defining equation

e0,0 (1.2)
See Fig.1.1, page 6. The length of the spiral may be 
calculated from ^ y ^

which reduces to *

L =  (+!)  C<6- ^ o )  (1.4)
To make a practical antenna with finite arm 

width, consider a slot with the edges defined by two 
equiangular spirals,

and

The edges of this slot are identical curves with one 
curve rotated through the angle $ • The arm length is

(1.5)

10J. D. Dyson, loc.cit.

B. Thomas, Jr., Calculus and Analytic Geometry. 
2nd Ed., Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1953, p.269
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defined as the length through the middle of the arm 
structure = ■ Figure 1Q3> page 8 rs such a• structure« 
second curve identical to the first and rotated 180 ,
degrees constitutes the second arm of a balanced antenna? 
Fig. 1*3, page 9. i : : y ' i ■

The entird antehna structure can be defined by ' 
three parameters; the arm lengthy the constant k which i; 
determines the slot length of the terminal region (see 
Fige3.3, page 22)9 and the constant K? which determines. 
the space between arms. '

Dysdnl2 hag found that the lower frequency limit 
of the antenna is determined by the arm length which must 
1 be- of the order of one wavelength ? and the upper-, frequency 
limit by the slot length of the terminating region which 
must be less than one-half wavelength at the upper fre= 
quency limit.. Thus? the upper and lower frequency bounds, 
are not dependent upon each other. - The shape Of the ■ - arm; 
termination at the wide or outer-end has ho effect on 
the radiation pattern. -

Do Dyson? loc*cit„9pp.19-20
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l̂ he mpper frequency limit of the antenna is 

defined:as that frequency at,which the axial ratio of . :. 
the antenna becomes greater thati two6 A similar defini" 
tion applies to the lower frequency limit& Hie axial 
katio. is. defined-'in Ghapter .Pive.g' page 34« : '

The input impedance of a slot antenna is deter- 
mined .by: its 'shape- and the shape of its complement 
The impedance of the equiangular spiral antenna has been 
determined experiment a l l y and is shown to be relatively 
constant over the bandwidth of the antennae

; Do ErauSj lOGoCitop'ppo 361-371 . ' V-
.V;v\ v'r Dyson pp.lOl^llB; ■': r- ..



CHAPTER;TWO 
THE TRI-PLATE* PEED LINE

(2oI) • Description of Tri-Plate Peed Line
Tri-Plate is made from two'sheets of laminates, 

each of which:is copper-clad on both sides. On one of 
these sheets a copper smrfapo is etched, to form a center 
conductor. The other copper surface is a ground plane. 
When each of the two copper=clad laminates is etched, 
one is a mirror image of the other. The two center 
strips are placed together forming a single center con
ductor . Figure 2.1,; page 12 is an illustration of a 
typical Tri-Plate section.

Because the principal form of energy propagation 
in the line is the TEM mode, the spacing between ground 
planes must be kept to less than one-half wavelength to 
suppress higher order TM and TE m o d e s . I n  addition,

Simon Ramo and Tohn R. Whinnery. Fields and 
Waves in Modern Radio , 2nd Ed. ,• Chapt er 8, J .: .Wiley and Co. 
New York, 1956 . " : "'- ' ;

*Reglstered trade mark = Sanders Associates
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13
if the circumferential path described about the center 
strip and passing through the mean between the inner 
and outer conductors is equal to or greater than one 
wavelength, higher order TM and TE modes may be 
excited.16,17,18 See Fig. 2.2, page 14.

Wavelength dimensions in the line are reduced 
by a factor of .

because of the plane wave mode of transmission.1^ This 
results in a material reduction in the size of the trans
mission line and antenna dimensions. At the higher 
frequencies, this reduction of wavelength makes the 
ground plane spacing extremely small and becomes a 
practical limiting factor in the usage of such lines.

l^Handbook of Tri-Plate, loc. cit., p.3
17Rarao and Whinnery, loc. cit., p.365

l^Norman R. Wild, "Photo-etched Microwave 
Transmission Lines," IRE Transactions on Microwave 
Theory and Techniques. March 1955, p.22

l^Ramo and Whinnery, loc. cit., p.278
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(2«2) Characteristic Impedance of Feed Line
The characteristic impedance of the line has been

foniad to be a function of the center strip, width and , -
laminate thiehness .as well as the dielectric constant,
'Zhe general methods of analysis are boundary value 
solution of La place”s equation and solution by methods ' 
bf \bonformal mapping, v A family of curves has been : 
computed by Cohn20 relating characteristic impedance to 
a wide range of center strip widths and laminate thickness 
ratios and is extremely, useful for the design of strip 
trarisBiission lines® The Tri-Plate line lends, itself to 
impedance transformations as the impedance of the line 
is directly related to the center strip widths t
(2*3) Blelectrics Used in Tri-Plate Feed Line

The material used for the dielectric ba.se of 'i :
etched circuit transmission lines should have superior
electric properties» Low dielectric'iosses are' Important 
for efficient lines$, but the physical properties are also 

’ important® Mechanical strength and chemical stability

Sib Seymour B e :Gohn ? ^Problems In. Strip Transmission 
: LinesM9 IRB Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, 
, March 1955, : p.124 \ • ■ - - v .



- /. -.la;
are also required for, this application to avoid warping 
Of distortion of the line. Slectrieally9 the important 
pfppertles are low dielectric constants, low dissipation 
factor and high dielectric strength.



CHAPTER THREE 
DESIGN OF : ANTENNA AND FEED LINE

(3.1).; I'reliminary Consider at ions
The design of the antenna and the feed line 

must be considered togetherj as the metallic space 
between antenna arms acts as the feed line ground 
plane. Flux plots of a Tri-Plate type line have been 
madej and it has been found that the maximum E field 
exists directly over the center strip of the feed line.21 
The B field decays very rapidly away from the center strip 
This implies that the space between arms of the antenna 
need only be slightly wider than the center strip at
the critical region near the feed Slot at the center

; . ■' . ' of the antenna.
The equiangular spiral antenna as well as its

feed line are balanced structures. In order to feed
one arm of the antenna against the other, the center
feed conductor must be connected to the ground plane
adjacent to the opposite arm. This necessitates the

2lRobert M= Barrett/ “Microwave Printed Circuits
A Historical S u r v e y IRE Transactions On Microwave Theory 
And Techniques9 March 1955,;p,6 .
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drilling ox a small hole in tlie laminate and the connecting 
of the center strip to the gronnd plane by means of a . 
small/wiresr̂ Tp make the antenna as symmetrical -̂as : ‘

" possibles a dummy feed line is placed under the ground 
plane opposite to and of the same shape as the actual 
feed line. See Pig. 3,1, page 19 and Fig, 3,2, page 20, 
Ihis:.prevents pattern unbalance,
(3,0 2) Be sign .Technique Employed : ' • ■ "Vi

Mitn the above considerations being kept in ■ - ,
mind, the design of both the feed line and spiral 
antehha pan'proceed in a straight forv/ard manner, ;

• " An upper frequency limit of 10 KMC was chosen ;•
because of the availability of test equipment at this 
frequency, A. bandwidth ratio of 5©.’was desired> and 
hence a lower frequehcy limit of 200 MCS,

Because of the avail ability: of phenolic, this 
was the material used as the laminate, It has a relative 
dielectric 'Constant of approximately four, but has 
considerable loss tangent at. the higher frequencieso 
Materials such as copperclad teflbn-fiberglass' of: F-exolite • 
#1422 -Would be more suitable at the higher frequencies ,22

22/1, po ¥onHloplei dielectric -Materials^ and 
Applications,■ J„ Wiley and Co,, New York, 1954 -■
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: . V   ̂̂ . ■ . : 2i;
The phenolic is bounded by copper 0o001 inch thicks

The required grotind plane spacing at the upper 
: . f requency limit is 0 e 298; inch, but because laminate 
of 0»0625 inch was available, a ground plane sp acing 
of 06125 inch was used*

.A feed line characteristic impedance of 50 ohms. 
Whs desited» By using the graph of Cohn, a feed line 
denter strip width of 0e©625 inch is required,23 ;

■ The ground - plane spacing and center strip width „
. is suitable for use up to the frequency of 10 SMC and
will give a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms0
' The defining equations for. an equiangular spiral
antenna demand that three parameters be selected* k, K? 
and arm. length L,

: ■ The arm length must equal one wavelength at
200 MGS, hen.ce L = 29*5 inches=o '  ̂ o , 0 y t

Since the feed slot for the antenna is equal to 
: 2ky see Pig, 3,3, page 22f and must be equal to one-half 
wavelength at 10 KMCt k must be 0*15*

Choosing IC = 0»60$ gives a ground plane width of 
0*125 Inch at its narrowest pdlht̂ -. See"Pig* 3*4? phge 23,

^^Seymour B* Cohn? loc,city, page 124
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This is twice the width of the center strip of the feed
line and is .considered sufficient„ The impedance of the
eqttiahgtilar antenna is Shown to be dependent upon the ' • *
parameter K: and is approximately 100. ohms for a K ©f
v0e,60o24: . . v'' -' :

See Appendix A for detailed design pr o.cedure0
(3 v3) : Construction Consider at ions ■ . :"
v- . Because a solid ground plane on the Second

laminate will place the spiral antenna very close to
ground$ and as a result frequency dependent, an identichi
:.spiraliis. etched on the second laminate. This spiral is : ,
a mirror image of the first« Figure 3a5, page 25 is an
illustration of the complete structureo V 1 1
■ :r'c .;■, The laminates were then painted with airplane' ,.' -

dope...and etched in an acid bath. The use of photo
techniques would enable one to maintain closer tolerances.

24Je Dv Dyson5, loc. cit., p®107
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(4.1) 

CHAPTER FOUR 

MEASUREMENTS 

Coordinate System 

The coordinate system used in making the antenna 

pattern measurements is the spherical coordinate system 

described by Kraus.25 The antenna under test was rigidly 

fixed in this coordinate system and then rotated through 

360 degrees to obtain the complete pattern. Rotations 

were made in both the& and (J planes at the low frequency 

limit of the antenna. This was done in order to calculate 

the axial ratio of the antenna. 

(4.2) Bandwidth Criterion 

The equiangular spiral antenna is a circularly 

polarized antenna. As one approaches the frequency 

limits of the antenna, the polarization becomes elliptical, 

then linear. The criterion used to determine the upper 

and lower frequency limits of the antenna was an axial 

ratio no larger than two. 

(4.3) Description of Radiation Pattern Test Set U12. 

Radiation patterns for the antenna were recorded 

over a frequency range of 150 MCS to 10 KMC. 

25J. D. Kraus, loc. cit., p. 444 

26 
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For the range of frequencies between 150 MCS 

and 2 KMC, the patterns were recorded out of doors in 
a large court yard. This was done in order to obtain 
the required reflection free area. A commonly used 
criterion is that the distance between the antenna under 
test and the source antenna be greater than

(4.1)Z D 2,

where D is equal to the aperture of the antenna under 
test and h is the wavelength in free space.26 The path 
length used was 60 feet which is more than sufficient 
to generate essentially plane waves.

Figure 4.1, page 28 is a block diagram of the 
equipment set up used in determining the antenna radia
tion pattern in the frequency range of 150 MCS and 2 KMC.

The measurements covering the frequency range 
from 2 KMC to 10 KMC were taken indoors. A series of 
klystrons covering the frequency range from 2 KMC to 
4 KMC were used, but due to the unavailability of 
klystrons covering the band of frequencies from 4 KMC 
to 9 KMC, no measurements were taken at these frequencies. 
A final measurement was taken at 10 KMC.

^ Handbook of Microwave Measurements - Volume 1, 
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, New York, 1954, p.20-6
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The test set up for the measurements covering 

the frequency range from 2 KMC to 10 KMC is shown in 
block diagram form in Fig. 4.2, page 30.

Equipment nomenclature is given in Appendix B.
(4.4) Radiation Test Sequence

The radiation pattern measurements were made 
in the following sequences

. le Axis of antenna under test aligned with 
source antenna. .

2.» Aatenna under test rotated 90 degrees to 
: pattern. .

3. Antenna under test rotated 360 degrees and 
recorder drive mechanism engaged to record

■ antenna radiation pattern,
4o The axis of the antenna under test is rotated 

. 90 degrees to obtain radiation patternin
orthogonal coordinate, 

y d v. 5. Steps 1, 2, and ;3 repeated.
. 6. Frequency changed and steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 

y;-.' - -■ 5 repeated. '
Above 250 MCS, the axial ratio was nearly one, so 

that the radiation patterns in the orthongdnai coordinate 
were omitted. :
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: v  ' ... : 31The reetiliiiear radiation patterns are reduced 
to polar radiation patterns for more convenient inter
pretation and aJre presented in Chapter Five®
(4.5) Voltage Standing Wave Ratio

■ Voltage standing wave ratios for the antenna 
structure were also taken over the complete frequency 
range. Standard slotted line and VSWR meter techniques 
were used. A; jgraph of VSWR vs frequency is presented 
in Chapter Five, Fig,5015s page 50, The voltage standing 
wave ratios are referred to a 50 ohm lines



CHAPTER FITE 
. RADIATION PATTERNS AND TSWR RATIOS

(5s 1) Radi at ion Pat t eriis
The radiation patterns taken for the antenna 

over the frequency range of 150 MCS to 4 KMC agree 
very closely with the typical patterns obtained by 
Dyson for the slot equiangular spiral structure and
coaxial cable feedi

Above the frequency of 2000 MCS the antenna 
has a definite tendency to lobe, however the main lobe 
is always in the direction of the axis of the antenna 
structure«,

No useable antenna pattern was obtained at 
10 KMC, It is felt that there are three main reasons 
for this behaviors

ls The center strip of the feed line was 
hand painted, then etched* As a result, 
the width of the center strip Varies a 
small amount and the impedance of the feed 
line will not be constant along the length 
of the line* At the higher frequencies,

27J0 Do Dyson, loc* cit., ppc 29-40, pp*108=111



this will indace higher: order■ modes . and' e®ergy . 
leakage from the feed lineo28 This leakage 
 ̂can be as large as 20 to 30 DB, The use of 

; photo etching techniques would enable one to
keep the width of the center strip of the 
feed line within close tolerancesa 

2* At 10 KMC5, the phenolic laminate loss tangent 
, has increased by a factor of two over its 

, value at 200 MCS«, This is an additional loss
that cam be prevented by the use of a proper 

. dielectric as the lamin.ate0
'30 At; frequencies above 3 KMO„ the transition

from TrilPlate type line to coaxial cable 
. becomes a major source of higher order modes« 

Special techniques have been developed by 
- Sanders Associates v't© provide a-transition 
that Will not introduce higher order modes 
at these frequencies®^ These construction 

p techniques require: special^facilities^ and 
etching to very close tolerances*

It is. apparent that operation at 10 KMC will only 
.be.achieved with very special construction and etching . 
techniques a 'V

- 28]sjori1ian Wild, loca cit»9 pa22 -

2®Handbook of Tri-Plate, loc, cit0, pps40=44



(5*2) Axial Ratio
The axial rati© for the antenna structure is

defined as the ratio of the £ field in the plane to
the B field in the plane on the axis of the antenna.

The axial ratio for the antenna is:
BRBQUENCY .AXIAL RATIO '
150 MGS 1.697
200 MGS ; ' 1» 380 -

■ ■■■;." 250 MGS' 1.059
For the frequencies above 250 MGS, the axial ratio for
the antenna is very close t© one and hence were not
tabulated.
(5.3) Bandwidth -\

The bandwidth of the antenna is defined as/ that
band of'frequencies over which the antenna radiates a 
field such that the axial ratio is less than 2 to 1@
The lower frequency limit is then approximately 150 MGS® 
The upper frequency limit of the antenna was not obtained 
because klystrons were not available to investigate the 
frequency range between 4 KMG and 9 ICMGe
(5.4) Voltage Standing Wave Ratio

The volta.ge standing wave ratio for the band of 
frequencies between 150 MGS and 3e98 KMC are presented 
in Fig.5ol5$ page 50. These ratios are referred to a 50 
ohm line. The structure showed only small variations



in the voltage standing wave ratio over the frequency 
■'Vrange';pf' ■2p.p'"'M!GS'"tdv3,v'̂ d<vV Matdliiing '.to a 50 ohm line. 
\will̂ npt;:be:.W'ptob.leia" at these frequencies. A voltage ■ 
standing wave ratio measurement was taken at 10 KMG and 
is 2«,80e This reading was not plotted as the frequencies, 
between 4 KMC and 10 KiVIC are missing. The values for the 
voltage .standing wave ratio also agree very closely with 
those obtained by Dyson.
CSe.-S'y - ' Bearawidth . ' ; ,

..The beamwidth at the 3 BB point for the- antenna ' 
structure is plotted in Fig. 5a 15? page 50» ■ Above 2 IQAC9 
the radiation pattern starts to Ipbe to a large extent 
and the beamwidth: is v:not tabulated' for these frequencies *

30ja:Do Dyson9 loc = cit„s pp.101-111
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FIGURE 5.14
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■ ■ ■' CHAPTER SIX, ,
EQUIPMENT AND MEASUREMENT ERRORS

The errors that are encountered in the institf- 
mentation for the radiation pattern and voltage standing 
Wave1: ratio measurements can be grouped into two general. 
classest •!' Instrtnnent error and error introduced to the 
instrumentation system, , .'
(601) Errors in Recording the Radiation Patterns 

: Because relative power levels are required for
the radiation patterns, the only instrument errors that 
are important are square law operation of the detector 
arid the linearity of the pattern recorder,: The detector
was found to be operating in the square law region and 
the Weinsohel Antenna Pattern Arialyzer is linear to well 
within 1%, ; - v;y . ■ •

The errors that are introduced to the jhisWu*31 
mentation system are reflections from the ground' andl 
surrounding objectSj, and the arrival of non-planar 
waves,.



The attteBha tmd-er test was placed about .60 
/feet.from the source antenna arid this more than ;
■ satisfied., the' criterioB. given in Chapter Fourp page 27* 
for-the generation of.plane waves, '

: Reflections'from the ground were found to effect
the radiation patterris by' less than I DE„ This was 
determined by moving a large coriducting object albrig 
the ground between the source antenna* and the: antenna 

• under: - t est; and observing the ; ant enria' pat tern analyzer, :• 
Reflections from the side walls of the court 

yard were found to be more than 20 DB down from the 
direct Wave levef .'f an
unldireCtiorial antenna in the test stand and observing 
the antenna pattern7 analyzer, "

' :‘ - : ' Similar procedures were used to ascertain the / -
fact that there./were . no: signif icant reflections in the 
test set up for the measurements above 2 KMC, .
, {.'Since 'the side lobe level of the antenna under

test ,were seldom down more than 15 DB* the radiation , • 
/patterns are accurate to within 3 BB at the lowest side 
/lobe levels recorded, . : - .

2). Voltage Standing tlave Ratio Errors ,/'.//'./'-
In voltage standing wave ratio measurements using 

slotted line techniques, the major sources of error are



. -  x - T .y 53haCTioaics from the signal source and non-square law 
’\d|>eration̂ of' tlae detector®: ■ .. '

, Square law operation ©f tKe detector was checked 
toy taking; two measurements^ one at low power level and 
\ one at :a : somewhat, higher power -ievel and not ing the; ~ 
change in the standing. wave ratio meter reading® The 
changes were almost too small to detect and it is felt ' 
that the 'detector was operating in the square law'• region 
,of lts.\transfer characteristic® . ; jr-'

The harmonic content of the signal generators 
was not Checked® The operation manual for the signal• 
generators indicates a harmonic content of" well below 2%® 

Two feet of General Radio cable #874-A.2 was used 
toetween the slotted line and the antenna under test® At 
1 KMC? this cable gives less than 0®2 DBS. of attehuatlorn 
so that this attenuation can be ignored®

It is felt that the voltage standing wave ratio 
measurements are- accurate, within 5% at 4 KMC$ and special 
instrumentation and techniques are required for increased
accuracy® : ' ■ ■

: ^^Bruno: 0, Weinsch'el, ^Measurement Accuracy 
Criterion Through 12.4 KMC$ 1959a11 Progressj, -
Volume ij iuimher: Sep tember-October 1959 9 pp®l-4 .V

v' 32B« P6 Hand$:' '’Good Techniques In-Microwave -
Measurements? r! Progress 9 Volume Number 4, November» 
December 1959^ pp®4-5 " / ' -  ' V :



CHAPTER SEVEN 
COHCLHST0NS

A toroadband equiangulai: spiral antenna can' be 
: constructed witb etpiied.' circtiit;.teehni<|m:es>-. . Its . 
radiation pattern and input Impedance characteristics 
coitpare favorably With cdnventionally constructed 
. structures:.,: . ^,;,p voiv,'■ / . .

At frequencies below 4 KMCS no special etching 
br machining t echhiques need be empldyed and conventional 
-design techniques; will:result ■ in the desired Input : ̂ ,
impedance and radiation patterns0 -

At frequeueies. above 4 KMCg - special construetien 
techniques: must be employed to suppress the generation ■ 
of higher order modes in the feed line, Photo etching: 
must be employed to keep dimensions to close tolerances^ , 
and the transition' from. the-, antenna structure to- the ■ :
coaxial cable reqtiires special design„ The result of 
the generation of higher order modes in the antenna 
structure :is a ibssvof''energy ;on' the order of 20 tO:-

30DB- : :: a ;':- t  ■



CHAPTER EIGHT 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

(8el) Tri^Plate to Coaxial Transitions
An investigation of Tri-Plate to coaxial transit 

. t ions'- at frequencies above .3 KMC would be prof it able 0 
It has been found that special design techniques are 
required for low voltage, standing wave ratio and for : 
the suppreSsiqn of higher order'modeso An attempt to 
reduce these -special considerations to a step by step 
design procedure would, be most helpfuls 
(8o2) Unidirectional Spirals

The planar equiangular- spiral antenna is a 
bidirectional device« It has been found that the 
equiangular spiral antenna, can be made unidirectional 
by wrapping the Spiral on a conical shape^S or by pro
jecting the spiral on a sphere,^4

33Je D» Dyson, "The Unidirectional Equiangular 
Spiral Antenna," IRE Transactions on Antennas and 
Propagation* Vol» 'AP-7, October 1959

'• 34-- " ^  " ■Henry B, Riblet P riA Broad-Band Spherical
Satellite Antenna* ** Proceedings of the IRE, Vbl@48g
Number 4, April i960 :



/ j ; / TA ; -: '. -. v^56i->̂ :'i;
There is also the possibility of a cavity backed 

, plaaar spiral. With, a broadband radiation pattern ■
•characteristico.̂ .̂ l ; . :

The increased utility of- , a unidirectional 
antenna makes the above mentioned; possibilities well• 
worth an investigation* The effect of these special •
shapes' oh the. Tri“ PI ate: type feed line has not been :
' determined* \ . '-i- y y ; ' :v;
• With the advent of wide band balun transformers?® '

fecently; deyeiopedj. new Methods of feed for the antenna - 1 ’ 
.can' be devised* , The mew wide band balun coupled, with. 
an etched circuit spiral may be a means of obtaining 
satisfactory performance at the 10 KiviC" frequency with 
a minimium. 'Of 'special design or construction techniques0 , '

> ^Sjohn Byson* f,The Ecruiangular Spiral Antennan5, .• Tech*' Rep« Mo * 21 g Ant enna Lab 9 T University p-f Illinois, 1957

i: : Wo Duncanand Vepe Minerva, "100:1 Bandwidth; '
Balun Transformer,*n Proceedings of the IRE* Volume 485 
Number 2, February 1960 ■



APPENDIX A
DESIGN PROCEDURE USED IN THE DESIGN OF THE ANTENNA

1. Antenna upper cutoff frequency - = 10 KMC.
Free space wavelength - A v  = 3 cm.

2. Antenna lower cutoff frequency - fi. = 200 MCS.
Free space wavelength - A l  = 150 cm*

3. Relative dielectric constant of phenolic
laminate = 3.98.

4. Antenna upper cutoff wavelength in laminate - AvTF= 1.5 cm.
5. Antenna lower cutoff wavelength in laminate - =  75 cm.
6. Required ground plane spacing - B = r .T.t. = - = 0.298 in.vê  oj *
7. Actual ground plane spacing due to availability of 

phenolic laminate - 0.125 in.
8. Thickness of copper foil on laminate - t = 0.001 in.
9. Ratio of copper foil thickness to ground plane

spacing - t/B = 0.001/0.125 = 0.008. See graph of Cohn. 7
10. Required characteristic impedance of feed line - 

Z0 = 50 ohms.
11. Ve^zo = 98.75 ohms.
12. From graph of Cohn, w/B = 0.5, where w equals center 

strip width. See Fig. 2.2, page 14.

37S. B. Cohn, loc. cit., p.124
57



58
13. B = 0.125 in. Therefore, w = 0.0625 in.

The design of the feed line must now be checked to
determine if A<o(Fig. 2.2, page 14) has not been
exceeded at the upper cutoff frequency.

14. ^co =  0.59 in.
15. actual structure = 0.321 in.

The ground plane spacing and center strip width is 
suitable for this application.

For the equiangular spiral structure:
16. k = 0.15 in. Gives slot length of 0.3 in.

See Fig. 3.3, page 22.
17. >uTp = 0.59 in. = 0.295 in. Hence, the upper

frequency limit of the antenna will be 10 KMC.
18. Desired characteristic impedance of antenna = 100 ohms.
19. From graphs of Dyson^B K = 0.62 will give 

characteristic impedance of 100 ohms.
20. £ chosen equal to 90 degrees.
21. Arm length, L = 75 cm. =

The above 21 steps constitutes the entire design 
procedure for the equiangular spiral antenna and its 
Tri-Plate feed line.

*2 QJ. D. Dyson, loc. cit ,̂ pp.101-112



, . APPENDIX ,B
EQUIPMENT NOMENCLATURE

Antenna Pattern Analyzer
Weinschel Model BA-7 - Serial No.4 

Graphic Recorder .
General Radio Type No. 1521 - A - Serial-No = 121 

Oscillators
General Radio Unit Oscillator Type No«,1209-Af 1218-A, 
1206—A
General Radio R-C Oscillator Type No. 1210-.C 

Power Supplies
General Radio Unit Power Supply Type No®1203-B 
Hewlett Packard Klystron Power Supply Model 715A 

Standing Wave Indicator ■. . ■ ■ ' '
Hewlett Packard Model 415B' - -

Slotted Lines . • ■ \ . / ;
General Radio Typd 874-LM 1 '
Hewlett Packardr ModSl' 752B ;  ̂ \ .

Detectors
Polytechnic Research and Development Co. Model 250A 
General Radio Type 874-VR - "■ ' ■ ■
1N23 Crystal

; 59 ' ' . v -



Raytheon Type 2K25V /:2Z29' ' ;v" v :
:::;.W@ster$i:,-Electrie ’ Typf '726-Â  ■- : 726«Eg 726-C ■ :.

Frecmeney Meter : ; ,..... ; ,
Polytectanlc. Research vand Development Co, t Type 504 
. heterodyne frequency meter ; v ' '
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